The RECODE database is a compilation of translational recoding events (programmed ribosomal frameshifting, codon redefinition and translational bypass). The database provides information about the genes utilizing these events for their expression, recoding sites, stimulatory sequences and other relevant information. The Database is freely available at http://recode.genetics.utah.edu/.
The RECODE database was created in the year 2000 (1) . It provides information about genes utilizing recoding and cissignals or trans-factors involved. Recoding is non-standard translation of mRNA utilized for gene expression. Normally recoding is programmed in mRNA by special cis-signals [for the most recent detailed reviews on recoding see (2) (3) (4) (5) ]. The database currently deals with the three main types of recoding: 1. Frameshifting. Ribosome shifts frame at a particular mRNA site to yield a protein encoded by two overlapping open reading frames.
Programmed bypassing (hopping). During bypassing trans-
lation is suspended at a particular codon and is resumed at a non-overlapping downstream codon. 3. Codon redefinition. Localized alterations of codon meaning. Currently known cases involve redefinition of stop codons to selenocysteine (selenocysteine incorporation) or to a standard amino acid (readthrough). Specialized components of translational machinery are required for selenocysteine incorporation. Several types of recoding discovered recently are not covered by RECODE database, but are being under consideration for future updates:
Trans-translation. tmRNA targeting of several proteins is programmed by specific signals in their mRNA. Although some cases are very well documented (6) (7) (8) , the biological implication is understood for only a few of them (9) . For more information on tmRNA see (10, 11) .
'Intra-ribosomal' cleavage of nascent peptide. Only one case has been reported currently (12) .
Pyrrolysine incorporation (13) (14) . It is not known yet, whether this is a case of recoding or codon reassignment (15) .
The database is regularly updated. Currently the database constitutes a wealth of information on the 363 genes known to utilize recoding for their expression from 422 related publications. The data are organized and stored in a similar manner to those in the initial RECODE database (1). The main change concerns the description of stimulatory cis-elements.
In the existing version of the database stimulatory signals are classified as follows: 0 Shine-Dalgarno sequence. An internal Shine-Dalgarno sequence that may not be used for the initiation of translation stimulates recoding through interactions with the anti Shine-Dalgarno in the RNA of small ribosomal subunits of translating ribosomes (i.e. mRNA:rRNA interactions). This signal is only operative in bacteria since eukaryotic ribosomes lack an anti Shine-Dalgarno. It stimulates frameshifting in either direction, plus or minus. The distance between Shine-Dalgarno and frameshifting sequence is important, short (3-4 nts) stimulates frameshifting in the plus direction and long (8-14 nts) stimulates frameshifting in the minus direction (16) . Shine-Dalgarno sequences used for stimulation of frameshifting are shown in brown within the annotated sequences. 4. 3 0 stem loop structure. It probably acts in a similar way to RNA pseudoknots or kissing loops. However, it is important for recoding only at the level of a simple hairpin structure. Nucleotides that form the stem of a hairpin are shown in green.
3
0 nascent peptide. The sequence upstream of the recoding site is important at the level of encoded peptide, for example synonymous mutations do not have a significant effect on the efficiency of recoding. The sequences encoding stimulatory nascent peptides are in italics within the annotated sequences. 6. SECIS element. Specific RNA structure that reprograms UGA stop codons to selenocysteine codons. SECIS elements are indicated within annotated sequences as other RNA structures, e.g. stem loops. 7. 5 0 other. An RNA element located upstream of recoding site whose identity is important for the efficiency of frameshifting, but the nature of its effect is unknown. An example is the 5 0 stimulatory signal in antizyme mRNA (17).
0 nucleotide flanking stop codons. The identity of the nucleotide immediately downstream of the stop codon is very important for the efficiency of this stop codon as termination signal. 9. 3 0 quadruplet flanking a frameshifting site. In some cases, þ1 frameshifting is stimulated by the sequence downstream of a shifty P-site codon. The stimulatary quadruplet consists of two overlapping codons. The codon in the zero frame is decoded by sparse tRNA, while the codon in the new frame is decoded by abundant tRNA. This combination shifts the equilibrium between the P-site tRNA occupancy of the original P-site codon and the codon in a new frame in favor of the latter. See (18) for the detailed description of this mechanism. 10. 3 0 linear sequence is a downstream RNA sequence that is not involved in the formation of intra-RNA secondary structures.
0 distant region is a sequence important for the efficiency of recoding located over 1000 nts downstream of the recoding site (19) (20) . 12. 3 0 repeat. It is a downstream sequence important for recoding that contains repetitive elements (21) . There are an increasing number of publications on biologically functional alterations in standard rules of genetic decoding. Due to their high divergence the current version of the database cannot cover all these cases. The lack of consistency in the description of recoding events in the literature makes highly problematic their steady description in the RECODE database. We plan to modify the database so that it will be able to suit rapid progress in the field of translational recoding. We would highly appreciate a feedback on this issue from all scientists involved in study of intriguing phenomena (recoding) in order to make the database more cohesive and unified.
